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Bolji posao d.o.o. Bosnia and Herzegovina is a web portal www.boljiposao.com and a regional leader in 
providing services in the areas of employment and internet marketing. The founder of our company is TCM 
Adria d.o.o. Trader Media East (http://www.tmeast.com/) is directly owns by  TCM Adria d.o.o.

The portal is useful for people, who are developing their career. It offers information and services for career 
development, education and seeking employment. It is associated with portals in four countries in the region: development, education and seeking employment. It is associated with portals in four countries in the region: 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia (www.mojedelo.com), Croatia (www.posao.hr) and Serbia, which enables a 
continuous flow of HR information on the labor market and best practices in HR management for 11 million 
people on the job market.

PRODUCT AND SERVICES FOR SEEKING
NEW COWORKERS SUCCESSFULLY
Find the best candidates through the portal BoljiPosao.com!

ABOUT US



HOMEPAGE ADVERTISEMENT

7 days
14 days
30 days

187 €
223 €
254 €

PREMIUM Advertisement
homepage placement guarantees 
maximum visibility and applications from 
top quality candidates

intended for two or more vacancies (price 
includes unlimited number of positions)

company logo with link to company company logo with link to company 
homepage included

free access to CV Database during 
advertisement period with advertising
on leading internet portals

7 days
14 days
30 days

105 €
131 €
151 €

BASIC Advertisement
homepage placement guarantees 
maximum visibility and applications 
from top quality candidates

intended for one vacancy

company logo with link to company 
homepage included

free access to CV Database during 
advertisement period with advertising advertisement period with advertising 
on leading internet portals

Do you know that advertisements on the homepage have 12 times as higher number
of visits in comparison to other adverts?



ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN CATEGORIES

7 days
14 days
30 days

29 €
36 €
49 €

Are you aware of the fact that accurately composed and well positioned advertisement significantly
contributes to higher number and quality of applications?
Our experts will gladly provide you with additional advice on how to save money and time in search of ideal candidates.

SIMPLE Advertisement
simple visual of the advertisement

designed for recruitment of less
demanding positions

non protected position - falls down the 
list with every new advertisement

7 days
14 days
30 days

54 €
64 €
77 €

LOGO Advertisement
placed on top of the list of vacancies 
offered in particular Category / County

includes company logo for additional 
visibility of your brand/firm

optimal choice for demanding Position

7 days
14 days
30 days

36 €
46 €
57 €

BOLD Advertisement
placed towards the top of the list of vacancies
offered in particular Category / County

optimal choice for receiving a larger number
of applications for less demanding positions



VIDEO AND DESIGN ADVERTISEMENTS

7 days
14 days
30 days

LOGO design

One vacancy More than one vacancy

75 €
93 €
113 €

7 days
14 days
30 days

BASIC design
141 €
177 €
202 €

7 days
14 days
30 days

PREMIUM design
238 €
274 €
305 €

DESIGN Advertisement
available as an additional option with
Logo/Basic/Premium Advertisement

vacancy text designed in line with your
corporate identity thus bringing
additional attractiveness to your
advert and enabling branding of your
company on labor marketcompany on labor market

7 days
14 days
30 days

512 €
819 €
1074 €

7 days
14 days
30 days

358 €
486 €
614 €

VIDEO Advertisement
Present your company in the best light! Use video
presentation capabilities to illustrate all advantages
of working in your company. Make it easy for potential
employees to recognize values that you and
your company represent.

A video advertisement will attract targeted profile
of candidates and your company can be distinguishedof candidates and your company can be distinguished
as a leader on the market.



CV DATABASE

Beat your competition!
Access to our CV Database is really easy - in every moment we provide you with a 
complete overview of labor market and contact with the best candidates!

7 days
14 days
30 days

Price:
64 €
154 €
767 €

This service provides:
24/7 resumes access

enhanced search capabilities and uniform resume format for easier 
evaluation

viewing candidates’ video presentations

creating agents which forward the newest resumes on your e-mail

creating agents for a group of candidates



BRANDING BANNER / WANTED

In addition to the standard advertisements on boljiposao.com homepage, you have the opportunity to enhance 
your search for new employees through an attractive marketing campaign.

In this way, you are not only increasing quantity and quality of applications but also gaining

Package 100  
Package 200  
Package 300 

Package price:

128 €
179 €
231 €

Package 100  
Package 200  
Package 300 

Package price:

154 €
215 €
271 €

BRANDING BANNER

WANTED - design bannerbanner design in line with corporate identity 
of your company

we recommend this format for multiple 
vacancies advertising

dimensions: 728x90px

creative design approach for this format

visual concept as “Wanted” warrant

due to specifics of format we recommend it for 
single vacancy

dimensions: 300x250px


